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Structure of charged colloids under a wedge confinement
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Monte Carlo simulations have been performed to study the influence of a wedge confinement by hard walls
on the ordering of charged colloidal particles interacting through screened Coulomb repulsive potential in an
aqueous medium. The density distribution of particles for a fixed wedge angleu0 is studied for different
suspension parameters, viz., bulk volume fractionf, salt concentrationCs , and chargeZe on the particles.
The density distributionr(u) along the angular direction and that along the radial direction,r(r ), have been
analyzed in different regions of the wedge. Simulations show the formation of layered structure along the
angular direction and a large gathering of particles along the wall. The number of layers as well as the density
of particles within the layer are found to change as the strength and range of the interaction are varied, whereas
the density profiles calculated close to the vertex region showed no significant variation in the density. The
radial density profilesr(r ) corresponding to the vertex region show one-dimensional~1D! ordering of particles
parallel to the vertex at a distance that is close to a wedge height,h equal to diameter of the particle. This 1D
ordering is found to be destroyed upon the addition of salt or lowering thef. The reported experimental
observations on the ‘‘vacuum phase’’ are discussed in the light of the present results.

PACS number~s!: 82.70.Dd, 64.70.Pf
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I. INTRODUCTION

Complex fluids such as colloidal suspensions, micellar
lutions, emulsions, etc., in their practical applications invo
various environments that correspond to different kinds
confinements@1#. These fluids experience confinement
many ways:~a! fluids inside a porous material or thin cylin
derical or spherical cavities,~b! confined by two parallel
smooth surfaces, and~c! a wedge formed by two plane su
faces or a spherical and a plane surface. The conditions
posed by confinement have a significant influence on
interactions between particles dispersed in suspens
@2–4#, structural ordering@5–10#, and phase transition
@11,12#. This influence arises due to the interplay betwe
the intrinsic length scale of the fluid and that of the confin
ment.

Difficulties in studying the equilibrium properties of con
fined atomic or molecular fluids generally arise from t
small size of the particle as well as the small gap sizes
quired to observe the structure and measure the prope
However, aqueous suspensions of charged colloidal part
offer several advantages over other complex systems in
vestigating the effect of confinement on the equilibriu
structure and associated properties@5,7,11#. The advantages
are~a! due to the particle size being the order of wavelen
of visible light, making the particles readily observable usi
microscopic techniques or by light scattering techniques
~b! due to the easy tunability of interparticle interaction. T
latter advantage allows one to study the structural orde
and phase transitions in a bulk suspension of monodisp
charged particles at ambient conditions@13,14#. The interpar-
ticle interactionU(r ) between the charged colloids is pr
dominantly the screened Coulomb repulsion describable
Derjaguin-Landau-Vervey-Overbeek~DLVO! theory @15#.
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~3!/3875~7!/$15.00
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The potentialU(r ) can be tuned by varying the suspensi
parameters, viz., volume fractionf, salt concentrationCs ,
and effective chargeZe on the particles and realizing crys
talline, liquidlike, and even glasslike phases@16# that are
analogous to atomic systems. The phase behavior of ho
geneous suspensions has been understood based on D
potential @13,14,17–19#. Observations on inhomogeneou
suspensions, which exhibited gas-liquid@13,20#, gas-solid
transitions@21#, and stable voids coexisting with disordere
regions@22,23# could not be understood using DLVO theor
These observations have been understood@21,24,25# based
on an effective pair potential having a long-range attract
term given by Sogami-Ise theory. However, its validity
still being debated@13,26#. It has been shown recently tha
the observations on inhomogeneous suspensions can al
understood based on screened Coulomb repulsive pote
between macroions together with additional terms aris
due to neutralizing background@27,28#.

The DLVO potential has been used to understand
structure formation in a colloidal suspension in the vicin
of a charged wall@8#. These studies show that the displac
ment of the local structure formation away from the wall
determined by the repulsive wall with a finite charge dens
and the local structure is determined by the properties of
bulk suspension. Recently, Huget al. @11# have simulated
charged colloids confined between two parallel like-charg
surfaces and studied the effect of confinement on the fre
ing volume fraction. Crystallization is found to take place
a lower volume fraction as compared to the bulk freez
volume fraction and a strong dependence of the freez
transition on preferred wall separation corresponding to
integral number of layers. Similarly, when two surfac
~walls! are closely spaced, capillary crystallization or cap
lary condensation can take place depending on the con
3875 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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3876 PRE 62TATA, BODA, HENDERSON, NIKOLOV, AND WASAN
tration of the particles experiencing confinement.
Among the various types of confinement, wedge confi

ment has particular importance as it allows one to study
structural ordering and associated structural transitions
one, two, and three dimensions. In addition to this fun
mental interest, the studies on confined colloids under we
geometry has direct relevance to diverse applications f
oil recovery to pollutant removal. Despite its importanc
there exist only a few experimental investigations on collo
under wedge confinement@5,6#. In these investigations, th
attention has been on formation of thin colloidal crystals a
the structures associated with them. Thin colloidal crys
have been produced by confining bulk suspensions wi
small-angled wedges of two flat glass plates or a flat p
and a glass sphere. In place of a glass sphere, an air bu
has been created by blowing air through the suspension@7#.
Such confined suspensions also showed formation of
colloidal crystals. Observations made as a function of we
thicknessh revealed a sequence of structures that are sta
of n square or triangular ordered layers. The sequence
well as the stacking are found to depend on the wedge th
ness and suspension parameters. In the case of h
charged particles, a disordered structure is found for lar
values ofh and an ordered phase for smaller values ofh @7#.

These interesting observations on charged colloids h
motivated us to study aqueous charged colloids confined
der a wedge geometry. Further, there are no simulation s
ies on charged colloids under a wedge confinement exce
recent study by Bodaet al. on hard spheres@9#. The Monte
Carlo~MC! program used here is similar to that employed
Boda et al. and is modified to study charged colloids su
jected to a wedge confinement. After reaching equilibriu
the density profilesr(u) as a function ofu andr(r ) along
the radial directionr have been obtained. In this paper, w
discuss the behavior of the density profiles calculated aro
the vertex regions and a region far away from the wed
~toward the end of wedge! for different suspension param
eters for a fixed wedge angle. The experimental results
also discussed in light of the present simulation results.
paper is organized as follows.

The details of MC simulation are given in Sec. II. Secti
III deals with the results of simulations carried out for d
ferent suspension parameters and the comparision with
reported experimental observations. A brief summary of
results is given in Sec. IV.

II. DETAILS OF SIMULATION

MC simulations based on Metropolis algorithm for a c
nonical ensemble~constantN V T, whereN, V, and T are,
respectively, the number of particles, volume, and the te
perature! are carried out with periodic boundary conditio
applied along thez direction of the wedge shown in Fig. 1~a!.
The volumeV of the wedge-shaped MC cell is given b
R0

2u0Z0. Here,R0 , u0 andZ0 define, respectively, the lengt
of the cell in the radial direction, wedge angleu0, and length
of the wedge along thez direction. Confinement arises due
the hard walls placed atu56u0/2 andr 5R0. The volumeV
is fixed from the relationV5Npd3/6f, wheref is the re-
quired volume fractionf(5pd3np/6) of the suspension
with particles of diameterd and concentrationnp . In the MC
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cell shown in Fig. 1~a!, the centers of the particles can be o
the vertex of the MC cell. But in an actual~experimental!
wedge cell@Fig. 1~b!#, the particles of sized cannot approach
the vertex except to a minimum radial distancer m given by
the condition h/d51, i.e., r m5d/u0. Hence, for making
comparison of simulation results with experiments,r m has to
be added tor to obtain the actual radial distancer a , i.e.,
r a5r m1r . For a wedge angle of 0.5° andd51.01 mm,
r m /d5114.6 and this has been added tor while presenting
the r(r ) curves discussed in Sec. III.

The charged particles in the aqueous suspension confi
by the wedge geometry are assumed to interact via
screened Coulomb repulsive pair-potentialU(r ) @15#, which
has the form

U~r 8!5
~Ze!2

e S eka

11kaD 2S e2kr 8

r 8
D ~1!

for interparticle distancesr 8.d and U(r 8)5` for r 8,d.
The inverse Debye screening lengthk is given as

k25
4pe2

ekBT
~npZ1Cs!, ~2!

whereZe is the effective charge on the particle with radi
a5d/2, Cs is the salt concentration,T the temperature~298
K!, e, the dielectric constant of water, andkB is the Boltz-
mann constant@29#.

Generation of the initial random configuration and M
movement of the particles are done using the linked c
~LC! method@30#. The LC method saves considerable co
puter time as the overlap checking is straightforward@30#
and hence, simulations can be performed with largeN. In the
present simulations, we have usedN ranging from 820 to
4377 to vary thef about an order of magnitude starting fro
0.03. Particle diameterd is taken to be 1.01mm. Simulations

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of the Monte Carlo cell, where partic
centers (r ,u,z) can assume values between 0,r ,R0 , 0,u,u0,
and 0,z,Z0. The dotted line defines that the wedge is symme
cal aboutu50 and the walls are atu56u/2. ~b! The side view of
a wedge cell with hard walls confining the particles of diameterd.
The dashed line corresponds to the side view of the MC cell.
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PRE 62 3877STRUCTURE OF CHARGED COLLOIDS UNDER A WEDGE . . .
have been carried out for different values ofZe andCs and
the density profilesr(r ) andr(u) have been calculated afte
reaching the equilibrium. Constancy of the total interact
energy is taken to be the criterion for reaching equilibriu
Typically, 10 000 MC steps~MCS! have been left out for
reaching the equilibrium and 15 000 steps have been use
averagingr(r ) andr(u), where an MC step is defined as th
set of N configurations during which on an average ea
particle gets a chance to move. The density profiler(u)
along the angular direction is calculated for particles whosr
coordinates lie betweenr 1 and r 2 ~wherer 1 ,r 2 take values
0,r 1 ,r 2,R0) and in the angular regionDu is given by

r~u!5
^N~r ,z!&

Vu
, ~3!

where ^N(r ,z)& is the average number of particles that
within a wedge slice of volumeVu5(r 2

22r 1
2)DuZ0.

The density profiler(r ) along the radial direction is ob
tained by

r~r !5
^N~u,z!&

Vr
, ~4!

where ^N(u,z)& is the average number of particles that
within a wedge slice of volumeVr5(Dr )2u0Z0. Simulations
results reported in this paper correspond to a wedge a
u050.5°, R05458.37d, Z0510d, and the wedge heighth
5ru0 and its value at the end of wedge is 4d. The wedge
angle chosen in the simulations is close to that used in
experiments@5,7#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In experiments with wedge geometry@5–7#, suspension
parameters are chosen such that bulk suspensions und
crystallization. The suspension parameters chosen in
simulations are given in Table I. For these parameters,
performed MC simulations on bulk suspensions and c
firmed that the suspensions exhibit crystallization for s
concentrations less than 3mM . Since the wedge angle use
is very small, the widening of the wedge is too gradu

TABLE I. Suspension parameters: Volume fractionf, charge
number Z, salt concentrationCs , the inverse Debye screenin
length (k), and the number of particlesN used in the MC cell.

f Z Cs(m M) kd N

0.07 33 000 1 7.111 1225
0.12 33 000 1 8.874 2100
0.20 33 000 1 11.13 3501
0.25 33 000 1 12.33 4377
0.07 7 000 1 4.412 1225
0.07 14 000 1 5.276 1225
0.07 20 000 1 5.917 1225
0.07 40 000 1 7.676 1225
0.07 33 000 3 8.529 1225
0.07 33 000 5 9.745 1225
0.07 33 000 10 12.27 1225
0.07 33 000 15 14.35 1225
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Hence, for making noticeable changes in the density profi
we divide the entire wedge into three regions, viz.,~1! close
to the vertex, wherer coordinate of the particles lies betwee
0 to R0/3; ~2! the middle region of the wedge, wherer co-
ordinates of the particles lie in betweenR0/3 to 2R0/3; and
~3! an end region of wedge, wherer coordinates of the par
ticles lie in between 2R0/3 to R0. The density distribution
functionsr(u) andr(r ) have been calculated using Eqs.~3!
and ~4!, respectively. The averaging is performed over p
ticle configurations corresponding to 15 000 MCS and
normalization is done with respect to the average den
r0(5N/V).

In this paper, we restrict the discussion on the effect
wedge confinement at regions close to the vertex and tow
the end of the wedge. Figure 2 shows the density profiles
different values off. The density profiles are nearly sym
metric with respect to the wedge angle zero and are du
the symmetry of the wedge cell@see Fig. 1~a!#. The concave
shape of the density profiles of the vertex region sugge
that the density of particles closer to the walls is higher th

FIG. 2. r(u)/r0 vs u for volume fractions~a! f50.07, ~b! f
50.12, and~c! f50.20. The other suspension parameters used
the simulation areZ533 000,Cs51 mM . The dashed curve corre
sponds to the vertex region defined by 0,r ,R0/3; the dotted curve
is for the region toward the end of wedge defined by 2R0/3,r
,R0; the full curve corresponds to the entire wedge defined b
,r ,R0. The maximum values ofr(u)/r0 at u560.242° for con-
tinuous and dotted curves are in~a! 6.92 and 7.46,~b! 8.86 and
8.84, and~c! 9.63 and 8.1, respectively. They axis is truncated at 3
for the sake of clarity.
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3878 PRE 62TATA, BODA, HENDERSON, NIKOLOV, AND WASAN
at the central region of the wedge. The steepness of the
cave shape that indicates the gradient in the density of
particles from the wall to the center of the wedge depe
strongly onf. Density profiles corresponding to the end
the wedge show significant structure indicating formation
well-defined layers of particles. Strong peaks at aroundu5
60.05° indicate formation of dense layers closer to the c
ter of the wedge. Other shallow peaks at intermediate an
represent formation of layers that are relatively low in de
sity. Also notice from Fig. 2 the shift in peak positions
lower angles and appearence of a few new peaks asf is
increased from 0.07 to 0.2. The shift in peak positions
lower angles suggests the reduction in the interlayer dista
The appearence of new peaks suggests the formation of
layers that lie in between the existing layers in the wed
Further, the peak heights also are found to change asf is
varied. This is due to the variation in the number of partic
in each layer and redistribution of particles from one reg
to another within the wedge or from one layer to the oth
The density profiles corresponding to the entire wedge
almost similar to those corresponding to the end of wed
Since the number of layers that can form in the middle

FIG. 3. r(u)/r0 vs r for different charge numbers~a! Z
514 000,~b! Z520 000, and~c! Z540 000. The other suspensio
parameters used in the simulation aref50.07, Cs51 mM . The
dashed curve, dotted curve, and full curve represent regions o
wedge defined as in Fig. 2. The maximum values ofr(u)/r0 at u
560.242° for continuous and dotted curves in~a! 7.54 and 8.05,
~b! 7.41 and 7.76, and~c! 6.65 and 7.58, respectively. They axis is
truncated at 3 for the sake of clarity.
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gion of the wedge are not more than two, the layered str
ture that occurs in the end region of the wedge is similar
that of the entire wedge.

In charge stabilized suspensions, the charge on the
ticle and the corresponding counterions strongly influen
the structure formation in bulk suspensions. The effect
wedge confinement on suspensions with particles of
creased charge is shown in Fig. 3. It may be mentioned h
that the charge on the particles can be tailored experim
tally without changing the size of the particles@31#. Also
notice from Eqs.~1! and ~2! that the strength as well as th
range of interaction between the particles become enhan
as the charge on the particles is increased. It can be
from Fig. 3 that the density profiles corresponding to t
vertex region for all vales ofZ is the same. Upon increasin
Z from 14 000 to 40 000, a shallow peak appears at aro
u50° in the density profile corresponding to the ent
wedge and the end region of the wedge@Fig. 3~c!#. Also
notice the reduction in the height of other peaks. These
servations suggest that upon increasing charge on the
ticles, new layers can form at the expense of other layers
there is no change in the number of particles whileZ is
increased in simulations.

he

FIG. 4. r(u)/r0 vs r for different salt concentrations~a! Cs

51 mM , ~b! Cs53 mM , and~c! Cs55 mM . The other suspension
parameters used in the simulation aref50.07, Z533 000. The
dashed curve, dotted curve, and full curve represent regions o
wedge defined as in Fig. 2. The maximum values ofr(u)/r0 at u
560.242° for continuous and dotted curves in~a! 6.85 and 7.41,
~b! 5.44 and 6.23, and~c! 4.17 and 4.85, respectively. They axis is
truncated at 3 for the sake of clarity.
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Figure 4 shows the density profiles for different salt co
centrations keeping other parameters of the suspension fi
The density profiles corresponding to the vertex region
not show any change with increase inCs , whereas those
corresponding to other regions of the wedge show deteri
tion in the layered structure~i.e., reduction in the number o
peaks!. Apart from the density being high close to the wa
there are no other layers except atu50 for Cs.3 mM. This
central peak is found to be very small at a salt concentra
of 10 mM ~not shown in the figure!. Further it can be seen
that the density profiles corresponding to the entire we
exhibit very little structure atCs55 mM as compared to tha
at 1mM . These observations suggest that the confinem
has lesser influence on weakly interacting colloids as co
pared to strongly interacting suspensions. We have also
ried out simulations on bulk suspensions for the same
concentrations and found that the suspensions that were
talline at Cs,3 mM melt into a liquidlike order forCs
.3 mM . So the density profiles~Fig. 4! corresponding to
Cs53 mM and 5mM represent formation of a layered flui
in the wedge.

Apart fromr(u), the other density profile that is of inter
est is the radial density profiler(r ) as a function ofr. The
r(r ) curves corresponding to the entire wedge are found
be highly noisy and hence not presented here. The curve
noisy because in a wedge geometry, as one moves from
vertex to the wedge end, the amount of uncertainty in ca
lating r(r ) at larger increases due to the increase in wed
thickness, in other words the decrease in the number of

FIG. 5. r(r )/r0 vs r a close to the vertex region for volum
fractions ~a! f50.07, ~b! f50.12, and~c! f50.20. The other
suspension parameters used in the simulation areZ533 000, Cs

51 mM .
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ticles per unit volume. Hence we confine our discussion
the r(r ) corresponding to the vertex region. Further, th
region of r(r ) is of interest because it is possible to ma
comparison with the occurrence of ‘‘vacuum phase’’ that h
been observed in experiments@5#. Shown in Fig. 5 is the
behavior ofr(r ) versusr a for suspensions with increasin
f. We have shownr(r ) as function ofr a instead ofr due to
the difference in the radial distance between the ac
wedge and the MC cell~see Fig. 1!. It can be noticed from
Fig. 5 that the particles have not approached a dista
r a /d5114.6 except forf50.2. The peaks are also shallo
and peak heights are much smaller than those correspon
to f50.2. The sharp peak corresponding tof50.2 occur-
ring at r a /d5114.6~i.e., h/d51) suggests that the particle
have approached the minimum possible radial dista
~touching both walls of the actual wedge! and they are well
aligned~1D chain! along thez direction. This is shown sche
matically in Fig. 6~a!. In contrast, particles corresponding
the lowerf values are not well ordered~do not form a 1D
chain! along thez direction and also occur at a distanc
larger than 114.6d @see Fig. 6~b!#. It is worth mentioning
here the experimental observations of Pieranskiet al. of
‘‘vacuum’’ phase~the region bounded by vertex and the fir
monolayer close to the vertex! and its boundary dependenc
on the concentration of the samples@5#. They reported for-
mation of a monolayer~first transition from 0 to 1D! in an
aqueous suspension of 1.1-mm sized particles confined at
wedge angle of 1022 rad(50.57°) at a distance ofh
52.2mm ~i.e., h/d52) in the concentrated samples andh
51.6mm ~i.e., h/d51.45) in the less concentrated samp
Thus our simulations confirm the existence of vacuum ph
in dilute charge-stabilized suspensions and its boundary
pendence is in agreement with experimental observation

In order to know the effect of other suspension para
eters, viz., charge on the particle and the salt concentra

FIG. 6. Schematic of~a! 1D ordering of particles and~b! the
disorder in 1D chain of particles close to the vertex region in
MC cell.
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3880 PRE 62TATA, BODA, HENDERSON, NIKOLOV, AND WASAN
on the vacuum phase, we calculated the density profiles c
to the vertex region and these are shown in Figs. 7 an
Notice that the peaks forZ514 000 and 40 000 are muc
smaller compared to that forZ520 000 and the position a
which r(r ) becomes nonzero for the first time~formation of
monolayer! is ;120d for Z514 000 and 40 000, which is
higher compared to;115d for Z520 000. The higher peak
height forZ520 000 suggests significant 1D ordering of pa
ticles in the monolayer as compared to the ordering~shallow
peaks! of particles corresponding toZ514 000 and 40 000
In other words, ordering as well as the boundary of
vacuum phase have a nonmonotonic dependence on
charge on the particles, whereas it can be seen from Fi
that the boundary of the vacuum phase shifts to higher va
of r a as the salt concentration is increased in the suspens
Further, the absence of any peak forCs.3 mM suggests tha
no ordering of particles occur at the boundary of the vacu
phase.

The occurrence of 1D ordering and the shift in bound
of the vacuum phase can be understood from the follow
qualitative arguments. The addition of salt decreases
strength of interaction and hence the bulk suspension
high salt concentration exhibit only short-range~liquidlike!
order. In fact, our simulations on bulk suspensions for
same suspension parameters showed crystalline orde
Cs51 mM and liquidlike order forCs.3 mM . The liquid-
like ordered suspensions, when confined in a wedge, ex
ited layering~see Fig. 5!. The layering arises due to the com

FIG. 7. r(r )/r0 vs r a close to the vertex region for differen
charge numbers~a! Z514 000,~b! Z520 000, and~c! Z540 000.
The other suspension parameters used in the simulation af
50.07, Cs51 mM .
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petition between the confinement force arising due to
walls and the normal component of the virial force arisi
due to the screened Coulomb interaction between the
ticles. The radial component of the force is expected to
responsible for the ordering of particles close to the vert
The strength of this component of the force is dictated by
strength of the interparticle interaction. As the salt conc
tration is increased, the strength of interaction between p
ticles comes down due to the increase ink. As a result, the
particles cannot experience sufficient force to reach the m
mum radial distancer m and also cannot undergo 1D orderin
parallel to the vertex. The simulation results with variation
Cs ~see Fig. 8! provide evidence for this.

In contrast, in suspensions with low salt concentrati
particles interact strongly, hence can compete with the c
finement force. The strength of interparticle interaction c
also be increased monotonically either by increasingf or the
charge on the particles. Such strongly interacting susp
sions exhibit significant structure~see Figs. 2 and 3! under
wedge confinement. The subtle interplay between the we
angle and the structure induced in the system by the wall
the wedge seems to be responsible for the nonmonot
shift in the boundary of the vacuum phase and the occ
rence of 1D ordering near the vertex~see Figs. 5 and 7!.
Though the closest radial distance to which that particle
diameterd can approach is set by the conditionh/d51, the
actual radial distance to which the charged colloidal partic
in a suspension can approach toward the vertex and the
dering exhibited at that distance is dictated by the wed
angle and the confinement- induced structure in the res

FIG. 8. r(r )/r0 vs r close to the vertex region for different sa
concentrations~a! Cs51 mM , ~b! Cs53 mM , and~c! Cs55 mM .
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PRE 62 3881STRUCTURE OF CHARGED COLLOIDS UNDER A WEDGE . . .
the wedge. Further simulations on systems of larger s
with different wedge angles and with different wall partic
interactions are expected to throw more light~a! in under-
standing the boundary behavior of the vacuum phase,~b! on
the circumstances that bring 1D ordering, and~c! for making
quantitative comparison with experimental observations.

IV. SUMMARY

To summarize, we have simulated charged colloids in
acting through screened Coulomb repulsion confined by h
walls forming a wedge geometry. The layering formation
different suspension parameters has been characterize
analyzing the density profilesr(u) calculated along the
wedge angle for different regions of the wedge. The form
tion of a layered structure is established from the occurre
of peaks inr(u) versusu corresponding to the end of th
wedge region. The analysis of the density profiles,r(r ) ver-
susr, corresponding to the vertex region revealed~a! forma-
tion of an ordered 1D chain~particles aligned along thez
direction of the wedge! and a disordered 1D chain leading
the formation of monolayer of particles at higherr. The be-
y

D

D.

s.
es

r-
rd
r
by

-
e

havior of these density profiles for different suspension
rameters and from the results obtained by performing sim
lations on bulk suspensions has allowed us to locate
position of the boundary of the vacuum phase and comp
with experimental observations. The results are underst
based on our own simulation results on the bulk suspens
and analyzing the dependence of the shift of the vacuu
phase boundary and the occurrence of 1D ordering of p
ticles close to the vertex. Calculations of inlayer structure
different values ofh along the wedge are expected to provi
further insight into the sequence of structures and their sta
ing observed in experiments with a wedge confinement.
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